Mirrors are common targets for taggers using various tools to deface the surface leaving sometimes irreparable damage.
Replacement is time consuming and costly, repair options are very limited.

Solar Gard Mirror Shield anti-vandalism film is a durable, proven solution to
quickly and cost-effectively eradicate vandalism - like it never happened.
®

Mirror Shield is professionally applied to interior mirror surfaces erasing existing graffiti and renewing the original appearance.
Once installed, Mirror Shield acts as a sacrificial barrier between vandals and the surfaces they attempt to defacea.

Professionally installed Mirror Shield restores the surface and protects it from future vandalism incidents including paint, scratches, markings and even acid etching.
The application and/or replacement process is quick ensuring minimal impact on daily business and operations.

Other Key Benefits:
l

Provides true mirror like reflection properties making it undetectable

l

Has a unique scratch resistant coating that effectively resists the effects of acid etching and routine cleaning.

l

l

The thick, 140 micron polyester based product, makes it difficult to penetrate and damage the underlying surface
and effectively covers existing scratches providing a like-new appearance
The exclusive adhesive system allows a qualified technician to easily peel away the film without transferring adhesive
to the surface

Mirrors found in elevators, lobbies, public transport, fitting rooms, public restrooms, etc. are all typical applications that would
enjoy the restorative and protective features of Mirror Shield film. Alternatively, create a mirror surface without having to deal
with installing mirrors, which may be bulky or heavy.
Protect your public spaces and most importantly your company image with Solar Gard anti-vandalism films.
Find speci ic Mirror Shield properties here: Mirror Shield DataSheet PDF0345MIRSINT
Learn about other Solar Gard anti-vandalism products to protect your property.
Metal Shield Sell Sheet PDF0345METSINT
Graffitigard Sell Sheet PDF0745INT
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